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Controversing: a deliberate strategy of making datafication controversial   

It addresses questions around how people can become engaged in issues and debates 
around public values in the datafied smart city:

> how citizen engagement in the datafied city actually takes place and what it is composed of

> who gets to define and articulate controversial issues in the datafied city

> how public values can be renegotiated and redefined by multiple and diverse publics

Credits for illustrations:  “Designing for Controversies in Responsible Smart Cities”



A ‘Controversing walk-shop’ method: illustrating controversing in practice 

It offers a hands-on approach to involving diverse participants in discussing controversies 
around datafication and public values in the datafied city:

> individual awareness on the datafication of urban environment in situ 

> collective reflection and articulation of potential value tensions 

> imagination on ways of acting on potential controversies 



Controversing ‘re-urbanises’ (big) data by 
situating contestations around datafication in 
specific spatio-temporal settings.

> brings the abstract notion of ‘data’ closer to 
everyday urban realities

> people formulate their own questions and 
issues rather than gathering around externally 
formulated  controversies 

1. Recontextualisation: 
exploring  ‘datafication’ through walking

Source:  “Designing for Controversies in Responsible Smart Cities”



Controversing acknowledges an epistemological 
need for ways of "interfacing" with abstract 
dimensions of datafication in meaningful ways 
and "translating" them into collective issues of 
concern.  

> renders potential tensions around datafication 
visible and explicit on the map 

> the map as a meaningful interface that helps to 
generate group discussions and makes 
controversies debatable.  

2. Meaning-making: 
mapping and narrating datafication

Source:  “Designing for Controversies in Responsible Smart Cities”



Controversing shifts the onus of participation 
from individuals to the conditions and strategies 
enabling and sustaining participation in the 
shaping of city futures.    

> conditions for collective reflection on the 
mediating roles of technology in the city 

> allows participants to come together as a 
‘public’, negotiate the kinds of values they find 
important  and define actions to protect them

3. Agency: 
imagining ways of acting on datafication

Source:  “Designing for Controversies in Responsible Smart Cities”



Source:  Carpentier, 2011:22 

Controversing: 
a multivocal, situated and frictional take on ‘doing things with data’ 

We explore controversies for their productive 
capacity: opposing values can coexist without 
necessarily aiming for consensus. 

> everyday politics of participation 

> micro-scale involvement 

> heterogeneity of actors 



Future directions: 

Investigate further how controversies around data and the datafication of urban life, once 
articulated, may be ‘stabilised’ as an outcome of democratisation processes:

> What does it mean to have a smart city based on ‘public’ values? 

> Who are the ‘public’ and whose values might such a city express and support (or reject)?

> How might value pluralism be articulated and multiple values co-exist in practice? 



Freeing the imagination 
about other smart city futures 
may just be the key 
to start building them together.  



Thank you for listening!

We welcome your feedback and suggestions:
      c.baibarac-duignan@uu.nl   m.l.delange@uu.nl
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